
Enjoy a live multi-table game
experience from a single player station.

INTRODUCTION
Quartz™ Hybrid, on the dramatically redesigned Quartz cabinet, 
connects players with up to eight live and/or fully automated table 
games at the same player terminal! A touchscreen displaying eight 
colored tabs lets players switch between and view live outcomes 
from each available game. This action packed hybrid gaming 
experience gives players the opportunity to wager concurrently on 
up to eight games at once with just the touch of a finger, super-
charging the excitement.

HOW TO PLAY
To place your wager, choose the amount that you’d like to bet by 
touching the casino chips across the bottom of the screen. Then 
touch the number or area on the screen where you’d like to place 
your bet. Wagers, winnings, and credits remaining can be viewed in 
the bottom left portion of the screen.
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STADIUM THREE CARD POKER
To begin, select three cards from the nine card array by touching 
each desired card. To place your wager, choose the amount that 
you’d like to bet by touching the casino chips across the bottom of 
the screen. To place your bet, touch the Ante betting spot. You also 
have the choice to bet the main Pair Plus® (PP) side wager, as well 
as blind wager PP on each of the columns and rows of the nine card 
array (see help screen for payouts). Wagers, winnings, and credits 
remaining can be viewed in the bottom left portion of the screen.

Once the countdown timer expires, the dealer will present the first 
three card packet displaying cards one through three. The dealer 
will then deal the second and third card packets, corresponding to 
locations four through six and seven through nine accordingly. 

Once all nine cards have been dealt, you have the opportunity to 
play or fold your hand. To play, you will need to match your Ante 
wager by selecting the desired chip value and touching the “Play” 
betting spot. When all players have made their decision, the dealer 
will deal the final three cards and winning hands will be rewarded 
according to the on-screen paytable.

BUTTON FEATURES
• Press “COLLECT” to collect your winnings
• Press “HELP” for game information and paytables
• Press the  icon to choose your language preference
• Press “x2” to double your current wager
• Press “UNDO” to undo your current wager
• Press “CLEAR BET” to clear your current wager
• Press “RE-BET” to bet the same wager repetitively


